
For children 
who are a year 
or more behind 

in reading 



Introduction

Project X CODE is a literacy intervention 
programme for children in Year 2 / P3 and 
upwards, with a new integrated subscription 
that includes online professional development, 
programme ebooks and teaching support.

CODE enables children who are a year or more 
behind in their reading to catch-up and meet 
the expected standard for their age group. 
It combines phonics and comprehension 
development in a character adventure series 
that’s perfect for engaging the whole class.



A complete and proven 
reading intervention   
Project X CODE is a comprehensive reading 
intervention offering:

 64 pupil books for intervention sessions

 32 books for take-home practice

 Detailed session notes and teaching guidance

 Full online programme training

 eBooks and quizzes which can be accessed in 
school and at home

 A launch story and an end story for children starting 
and leaving the programme, with accompanying 
animations, plus a programme Companion
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Project X CODE Online  
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Exciting and  
motivating stories

 The exciting adventure stories in Project X CODE 
feature the popular Project X characters – Team X. 
Team X fight to save the world from danger! Their 
mission – set in a theme park called Micro World – 
is told throughout the stories in the series.

The setting, characters and ongoing adventure  
in Project X CODE have been carefully designed  
to appeal to today’s children, created specifically 
to hook children in from the start and keep them 
wanting to read on.
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16

Team X face their biggestchallenge yet … to battle the BITEs,rescue Macro Marvel and stop CODE!
Swing to SafetyMax uses his wire to escape from The Wild Express. Now he’s left hanging in the air!
Stop the BITE!Can Cat and Tiger get the CODE key andstop the Speed-BITE?

A CloseEscape
Jan Burchett and Sara VoglerJon Stuart

Oxford
Level 4

Focus GPCs: u, u-e (long /oo/, /(y)oo/)
Tricky words: said, your, were, there, what

Letters and Sounds 
Phases 4 and 5

[

In Wild Rides:
13 BITE Strike
14 Look Out!
14a Air Spin
15 The Thunderbolt16 A Close Escape16a Thrill Seekers
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Text 1

Text 2

How does CODE work?

 Project X CODE utilises a unique two-text 
approach: Text 1 is 100% decodable to build 
confidence and develop vocabulary; Text 2  
is at least 80% decodable to challenge 
children and deepen comprehension.

16 entry and exit points mean that children 
can start and finish the intervention at a  
point which is right for them.

Look Out! Oxford Level 4 



A gripping sequel to extend the adventure – new 
fiction and non-fiction at Oxford Levels 10 and 11

New for June 2021 – 8 CODE fiction and 4 CODE Extra 
non-fiction pupil books at Oxford Levels 10 and 11.

Higher-level readers extend this proven intervention  
programme, enabling pupils to meet the higher  
expectations of the 2014 national curriculum in England.

Pupils are immersed in an exciting new Micro World  
adventure, while developing comprehension strategies 
that deepen their understanding of each text.

Longer and more challenging stories and linked non-fiction 
books encourage children to become more fluent readers  
and more accurate spellers.

New



Evidence of impact
Exeter University* found that after 8 to 10 weeks 
on the Project X CODE intervention:

 Pupils made an average gain of 6.8 months 
in sentence reading age 

 Pupils made an average gain of 8.7 months 
in phonics age 

 Pupils made an average gain of 30% 
in comprehension scores

*an OUP research trial independently analysed by Ros Fisher, former Associate Professor at University of Exeter

‘A Year 2 boy … had 
enjoyed reading for 

the first time.’

‘The test results … show 
very encouraging gains 

for all pupils.’
‘The books are fantastic. 

Well laid out with amazing 
graphics. The children are

captivated by these books.’

http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/oxed/primary/literacy/projectx/Project-X-CODE-Efficacy-Report.pdf


Online Subscription 

The CODE online subscription, hosted on Oxford Owl for School, contains 
ebooks, professional development and teaching assessment and support, 
to motivate struggling readers and enable them to reach the expected 
level for their age in phonics, vocabulary and comprehension: 

 Instant access to clear, easy-to-follow online professional development 
means that all staff within a school can receive consistent, high-quality 
programme training whenever it’s needed. 

 eBook versions of the programme’s pupil books allow TAs and children to 
access and read the books easily either at home or within school.

Online phonics activities enable children to check and practise their 
phonics knowledge. 

New for 2021!
12 new fiction and  

non-fiction eBooks, new 

quizzes and digital versions 

of the Teaching and 

Assessment Handbooks 



 

Teaching and 
Assessment Handbooks 
The Teaching and Assessment Handbooks offer photocopiable resources  
and straightforward guidance on planning and assessment.

At the heart of the Handbooks are carefully structured session notes for  
every text, in which:

  All resources essential for the session are clearly listed 

 Each session is clearly structured with timings provided

 The key phonics and vocabulary information can be seen at a glance

The new and updated editions include:

 Session notes and activity sheets for the new pupil books at  
 Oxford Levels 10 and 11

 New comprehension Expert Tips, to help children build strategies that  
 enable them to interpret and understand fiction and non-fiction texts

Focus GPCs

u-e /oo/ as in fluke,  

u-e /(y)oo/ as in used,  

u /oo/ as in truly,  

u /(y)oo/ as in humans

Tricky words

said, your 

Team X word

Mini

Exploring vocabulary

stunt

Resources

  CODE tracker files

  Flashcards: oo, u-e, u, 

o, o-e, oa, e-e, ee, y

  Set A cards from PCM 

31 Snap cards for each 

child, plus an envelope 

containing Set B cards 

for each child (the child 

will need both sets for 

the Takeaway activity)

  Wild Rides zone Book 16 

A Close Escape  

and Book 15 The 

Thunderbolt

  Word written on a 

flipchart or whiteboard: 

stunt

  Phonic record sheet 

– Blue band (page 26)

Swing to Safety

Introduction 3 mins

 Look at children’s completed sentences on PCM 30 and talk about what they 

imagined Ant and Tiger could hear, see, smell, touch and feel.

 Briefly discuss what has happened in this zone so far.

Word workout and Before reading 10 mins

 Now it’s time for our Word workout to get our reading and writing brains 

working before we start reading the next story.

(See pages 46–48 for details and an explanation of each Word workout 

activity.)

Oral blending Oral blending: u/s/e/f/u/l d/u/t /y 

Revise

Flashcards: oo, u-e, u, o, o-e, oa, e-e, ee, y (/ee/) 

(Hold up the ‘oo’ card and remind children that the 

sound can be long as in moon. Explain that today they 

will look at other ways of representing that sound. Hold 

up the ‘u’ card and say that in some words the long /oo/ 

sound is made by ‘u’, for instance in truth. Explain that 

‘u’ can also sound like /(y)oo/ as in human.) 

Practise GPC snap: cards from PCM 31

 Turn to A Close Escape, page 4.

Apply Sound spotter: used super truly music

Tricky words: said your 

Reading the story 8 mins

 Can you remember what happened to Max after he escaped from the train?   

 Refer children to The Thunderbolt if necessary.

 Show the word ‘stunt’ and read it together. Explain that a stunt is a difficult 

or dangerous activity that requires lots of skill. Remind children that they 

shouldn’t try to do any of Team X and Mini’s stunts themselves.

 Turn to page 5 and read the title. 

 Who do you think will perform a stunt? Can you guess what they might do?

 Ask children to take turns reading a page each. While they are reading, use 

the Phonic record sheet to note any words that an individual misreads. 

 Praise the use of successful decoding and check children can recall the GPCs 

u-e (/oo/ and /(y)oo/) and u (/oo/ and /(y)oo/), and use them to blend words in 

the story, e.g. fluke, used, truly, music.

 If a child is struggling to decode a particular word, remind them to break it 

down into phonemes and then blend the phonemes together, e.g. e/s/c/a/p/e.

After reading 6 mins

 Turn to page 11. 

 How did Rex help Max?

 Ask children to look carefully at the picture and explain what happened  

in their own words. 

 What does Cat mean when she says, “That was a truly super stunt!”?

 What do you think Mini means when she says, “You just need costumes  

and music!”? 

 Check that children can explain what this means in their own words, for 

example: “Max and Rex looked like they were doing a stunt for a film.”

Takeaway: word game 3 mins

 Explain that children will take away the snap game they played earlier. 

Ensure each child has an envelope containing Set A and Set B snap cards 

from PCM 31. If necessary, children can add cards from previous games.

 You can use these cards to play a game of snap or pairs with a partner  

at school or at home.
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New 
editions



Find out more  

Visit our website

Get in touch 
Contact your Local Educational 
Consultant for free advice and  
support on your resources 

How to order  

Buy now

Phone +44 (0)1536 452620

https://global.oup.com/education/content/primary/series/projectx/project-x-code/?region=uk
https://oupform.edcowebsites.co.uk/ed-primary/book-an-appointment-with-your-oxford-primary-educational-consultant/?step=form&region=uk&_ga=2.235806465.1892659146.1615194825-1394225530.1590748482
https://global.oup.com/education/series-order-form/?code=PROJXC&region=uk



